The research about Wegon in old Korean books

Abstract: In this presentation, I am going to introduce the description of Wegon (倭劍) in old Korean books. I will show some of citations that include the word Wegon and also interpret them in the contexts. According to the process of the research, I am expecting to clarify the history of the word Wegon in the old Korean books. The word Wegon was seen in the Korean martial arts books titled Muye-tebo-tongji (武藝圖譜通紀) that was published in 1790, and Muye-jeho-bunyeok-sogzip (武藝諸譜類譜続集) that was published in 1610. However, the history of the word Wegon does not clarify so far. Therefore, I would like to focus on some of the old Korean books that were published before 1610, then I might elucidate a certain part of the history of the word Wegon in old Korean books. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 25350790.